Comment on Doppler Ultrasound in Vascular Access care: The pearls and pitfalls of flow volume measurements
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We have read the recent review of Diniz and Coentrão¹ entitled “Doppler Ultrasound in Vascular Access care: the pearls and pitfalls of flow volume measurements” with a great interest.

The authors mention that Doppler ultrasound (DUS) is an operator dependent technique that needs substantial time of learning. This ultrasound learning curve will probably not be longer than for any other imaging method. The problem rather is that ultrasound looks (too) easy. Studies proving that DUS is reliable will be most applicable to situations where the examinations were performed by experienced (vascular) ultrasonographists.²

Even by offering handles and pointing out potential errors, which is a good thing, mistakes by less experienced operators are easily made. Probably unintentionally and unfortunately the authors themselves made some mistakes in their included image like the use of a Doppler angle >60° (Figure 1).

Ultrasound devices offer one or two time velocity integrals: the time-averaged maximum velocity (TAMAX), which is the time integral of the fastest velocity layers and/or the time-averaged mean velocity (TAMV) which is the time integral of the average of the velocity layers. Using TAMAX for calculating the flow volume of an arteriovenous access (Qa) will significantly overestimate Qa. The device used by the authors, although it uses the abbreviation TAMV seems to measure TAMAX. We roughly estimated that the real TAMV will be around 43 cm/s (Figure 1), using this TAMV Qa becomes <500 ml/min.

The authors conclude that clinicians should keep in mind that Qa measurements with DUS are usually lower than determined with ultradilution. We think this conclusion has a fragile questionable base. Observed differences could depend on the used DUS machine.³ Qa also depends on variables like the cardiac output, mean arterial pressure and total blood volume, so when comparing it is important to measure Qa at the same time. And although the brachial artery is recommended for the determination of Qa, Robbin et al.⁴ found that Qa measured in the vein represents the status of the fistula better. This will be most related, in our opinion, to the presence of multiple outflow veins. Qa measured with ultradilution in one of these outflow veins will be lower than Qa measured with DUS in the brachial artery.

The included DUS criteria for defining a significant stenosis were made up by Malik et al.⁵ These criteria are based on the so called “Watch and observe strategy”. Treat as late as possible, but act before the access occludes. The authors mention that research showing the benefit for periodic surveillance of an arteriovenous graft (AVG) is missing. Striking fact, the only randomised trial that proved the benefit of periodic surveillance of AVGs with DUS, used the proposed DUS criteria.⁵
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Figure 1
Flow volume determination with Doppler ultrasound.

The left side points out the significant difference between TAMAX and TAMV, the right side is the altered figure of the authors (used with permission of Hugo Diniz). In it a rough estimation of the real TAMV and used Doppler angle (>60°).
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